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Dear Friends,

On behalf of the International Society for Experimental Microsurgery
(ISEM), I would like to extend our heartfelt appreciation for your
participation in our 16th Congress held in Genoa, Italy.

The congress was truly exceptional, featuring remarkable research
presentations, engaging educational sessions, and the introduction of highly
advanced technologies by enthusiastic individuals like yourself. It served as
an ideal platform for networking, allowing attendees to connect, exchange
ideas, and forge meaningful relationships.

We deeply value the importance of our members and understand the
significance of your commitment to attending this event despite your busy
schedule. We sincerely hope that you found the congress enjoyable and
informative.

In recognition of your participation and to demonstrate our sincere interest,
we are pleased to offer you a FREE OF CHARGE MEMBERSHIP FOR
2023 as a token of appreciation for attending ISEM 2023. Starting January
2024, should you choose to continue your membership with ISEM, the annual
fee will be $75,( $50 for young members <35yo)  payable through PayPal or
check.

Joining our society goes beyond simply attending meetings; it also entails
active involvement and sharing important events in your research or clinical
endeavours with your colleagues.

To facilitate this exchange, we encourage you to send any exciting updates or
events to Dr. Jenny Zhang (zjzhang@northwestern.edu) and Dr. Naomi
Lammens (naomi.lammens@kuleuven.be) to be featured in ISEM Newsletter
to be shared with ISEM community.

Once again, we extend our sincere gratitude for your participation in our
community.
We truly value your presence and look forward to your continued
engagement with ISEM.

Warm Regards,

Dr Shintaro Yagi Dr Yelena Akelina
President ISEM Secretary General ISEM

July 10, 2023
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